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It is customary to see human existence as constituted by different periods of life: childhood, 

youth, adulthood and old age. Both women and men mature and grow old but is ageing 

different from the women’s and men’s perspectives? This article will focus on the course of 

life of ageing entrepreneurial women in early 20th century Finnish urban environments. I have 

looked at the point of life at which these women became entrepreneurs and started to live as 

self-employed persons. Were there any male/female differences in this respect?  

   The methodological tool employed is the course of life analysis which follows the long-

perspective destinies of a single family, or a single person’s life from the cradle to the grave. 

The sociological roots of this research approach date back to the early 20th century, whilst it 

gained ground among historians only towards the end of the 1970s. The course of life analysis 

has been applied in an especially innovative manner by researchers interested in family 

history. According to their criticism, the material of the former research had been gathered as 

cross-section samples, and due to this type of focus, families were studied as an apparently 

static and unchanging phenomenon. In real life, however, families pass through many 

different stages during their “life-cycle“, and go through major changes influenced by the age, 

number, gender, marital status and working ability of the various family members. The main 

focus of this article is on how the work, the ageing and the changes undergone by the persons, 

as well as the choices made by them, were associated with their gender. 

   The article focuses on the life-courses of Finnish women entrepreneurs in the beginning of 

the 20th century. To this group I will include all women who performed independent work and 

carried the economic risk of their operation under these consepts, employing the terms ’self-

employed’ and ’entrepreneur’ as synonyms. In this way, the status of emtrepreneur is assumed 

both by the washerwoman who washed the clothes of her clients against payment and by the 

inn-keeper who owned a large restaurant. The core of the research is constituted by an urban 
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historical case study, with the material focusing on the city of Turku in the year 1910. Until 

the late 19th century, Turku was the largest city in Finland; in the early 20th century it was the 

second largest, and today the fifth largest city in Finland. By the pre-WWI period, Finnish 

women had achieved personal sovereignty (unmarried women 1864), freedom of trade (1879), 

and suffrage and eligibility in national elections (1906). 

 

Self-employed Women in Turku in 1910 

 
The wage-earning and self-employed women of Turku were in charge of people’s physical and mental well-

being. In 1910, women held the majority of jobs in the  trading, hotel and restaurant businesses, education as 

well as in  health care services. (Table 1) In terms of absolute numbers, most women studied here earned their 

wages or entrepreneurial income in the knitting industry, as seamstresses, in bakeries, in commerce, in the hotel 

and restaurant business or by washing and ironing of clothing or as sauna keepers or attendants. The Turku-

based women also earned their living in teaching, nursing and clerical work. The tobacco and paper industries, as 

well as the chemical industry were also female-dominated branches whilst the metal, mechanical, stone, clay, 

glass and wood-working industries were almost exclusively male domains. In total terms, 56% of the population 

holding professions or earning their living in the various Turku trades and industries were men and 46% were 

women. The number of inhabitants of “Metropolitan Turku“ – i.e., within the city limits and in the suburban 

areas located in the Maaria and Kaarina parishes – totalled 54,687 at the latter end of the year 1910, the female 

population constituting the clear majority, or 30,463 between adult women and girls.1 

 
Table 1: The number and percentage share of women of all salary and wage workers and entrepreneurs by 
industry  in Turku in 1910 
 

         Number of women        Percentage share of women of 
                              all workers and entrepreneurs 

Agriculture and forestry     48        22 
Manufacturing        4 075       51 
Construction         40        3 
Wholesale and retail sale     1 086       58  
Hotels and  restaurants      280       84  
Transport and communications   103       7 
Finance and insurance      25        30  
Public administration      14        2  
Education          289       70  
Health care services       184       66  
Other professions and services   897       48 
Common labourers       1 692       39 
Domestic servants       2 039       99 
Industry unknown       1 615       57  
 
Sources: Population Census 1910, Official Statistics of Finland VI:48, Statistics Finland: Helsinki 1916,  12-22. 
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Older statistical material does not make a distinction between entrepreneurs and wage-earners but trade 

notifications, tax catalogues, population registers and address calendars give more detailed information about the 

female entrepreneurs operating in Turku in 1910. Table 2, compiled on the basis of such material, includes 1 083 

female entrepreneurs representing various industries. Naturally, this sum includes the prosperous part of the 

female entrepreneurs, those whose income exceeded the taxable limits and those who were prepared to pay for 

their enrolment in the city’s address catalogue.The most modest entrepreneurs are not included in any official 

sources:  if the entrepreneur operations were of a very limited scale, and the clients among those with scarce 

resources, the meagre income did not exceed any taxable limits, and no trade notification was normally made. 

For example, a self-employed seamstress or dressmaker sewing for poor people for a modest compensation did 

not necessarily appear as an entrepreneur in the sources, especially if  she were  married, in which case she was 

only registered as the wife of her husband:  in 1910, the man’s quality as the principal breadwinner was a more 

important statistical criterion than the woman’s earning of a livelihood, open to interpretation.  However, the 

material includes a sufficient number of women employed in the textile branch – 162 seamstresses and 

dressmakers, two corset and two shirt manufactures, one tie sewer, one embroidery shop owner and four tailor 

shop owners –to  give a representative picture of the weight of the female entrepreneurs in this branch.  

 
Table 2: Turku-based women entrepreneurs in 1910 
 
Branches              Number    % 
__________________________________________________________________________
Manufacturing     
- Foodstuffs             5      1 
- Chemical-technical industry       1      (0,09) 
- Handicrafts             254     23 
Construction             -      - 
Wholesale and retail sale 
- Agency operations and wholesale trade    7      1 
- Retail trade             446     41 
Hotels and  restaurants          105     10 
Transport              16      2 
Finance and insurance          1      (0,09) 
Laundry and cleaning operations      109     10 
Education              9      1 
Health care services           85      8 
Other services             40      4 
Industry unknown           5      (0,4) 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Total                1 083     100 
 
Sources: Turku City Archives, Turku Registry Office and City Court Archives, A2b:83 
Petition register 1910; Ca: 34 Minutes of the Monetary Affairs Office 1910; G1l:56-57 Turku 
municipal taxes 1910, Turku population register 1910; Turku City Court Archives, Turku 
trade notifications 1890-1910; Turku Regional Archives, Turku Provincial Government 
Archives, 1Ab:179 Petition register 1910; Archives of the Turku Police Department, BIIh:12-
13 List of express coachmen  1904-1917; Turun osoitekalenteri (Turku address calendar) 
1910-1911. Turun Kirjapaino ja Sanomalehti O.-Y.: Turku 1911. 
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The majority of the female entrepreneurs included in Table 2 were engaged in small-scale 

businesses related to the manufacture and sale of fabrics, clothes and shoes as well as 

foodstuffs, to nursing and care or beauty care. As many as 87 % (946 women) of all female 

entrepreneurs were included in this group.  Retail shopkeepers formed the largest individual 

group (446 women), including 139 women who mainly sold foodstuffs in  the marketplace or 

in  the inside markets; 59 women had a shop for imported goods, 41 a grocery store and 43 a 

dairy shop; 26 women sold sewing material, fabric, yarn or clothes in their shops; ten of the 

female-owned shops were shoe stores,  seven sold alcoholic beverages, nine meat or cold cuts, 

eight various groceries, four coffee and two tobacco products. Women thus sold the same 

products – foodstuffs, yarn, fabrics and clothes – which they produced or otherwise mastered 

or handled in the domestic sphere.  As a whole, the attitude towards women’s work in 

commerce was very similar all over Scandinavia.  Their tasks were very clearly defined on the 

basis of their gender:  measuring foodstuffs, such as coffee, sugar, pepper or raisins was much 

more suitable for women than for men.2 

   After the merchants, the category of various artisans ranked second (254 women) in 

importance. As far as women were concerned,  the artisan industry was mainly dominated by 

the textiles: in professional contexts, women used their traditional handicrafts skills.  The 

largest female artisan group was constituted by the above-mentioned 172 

seamstresses/dressmakers. In addition, the artisans included 41 bakers, six bookbinders, five 

watchmakers or jewellery shop owners, as well as  a few occasional owners of carpenter 

shops, painter shops, dye works, shoe repair shops, stone cutter shops or sheet metal 

workshops.  In addition to the above, there were women weaving fabrics who earned their 

income through such small-scale enterprises.  However, they did not figure as entrepreneurs 

in the official sources because their work was considered to be part-time domestic handicrafts.  

A study made in 1905 on the downtown and suburban Turku housing conditions, however, 

shows that in this area, a total of 40 women were engaged in the weaving of fabrics for sale 

while 26 women were in machine weaving.3 

   In the male-dominated artisan branches, the women were usually partners of their artisan 

husbands, or they had inherited the business from their deceased husbands.  Only a few 

woman had paid employees in their artisan firms.  Occasionally, a woman entrepreneur had 

her sister as the business partner.  
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   Alimentation, care and small company size were also characteristic of the work of the 

female entrepreneurs employed in the hotel and restaurant business (105 women).  Only six 

hotel owners and 11 restaurant owners had several employees while 30 owners of restaurants 

on board steam  ships4, 47 refectory or cafeteria keepers and 11 lodging-house keepers 

managed with a smaller staff, or even alone. Associated with the restaurant business, there 

were also five household school owners who maintained a dining room, run by student-

employees, in connection with the school. 

   The 36 nurses, 22 midwifes and 22 physical therapists and masseuses who provided their 

services for the private sector were self-employed persons in the true sense of the word. The 

growing service sector employed 15 female hairdressers and barbershop owners, six 

photographers, seven sauna owners, two beauticians and pedicurists, two translators, two 

typists, three painters, one undertaker and one cinema owner. A coach and a horse was owned 

by 15 women. However, they did not drive themselves but hired a man to take care of the 

horse and drive the coach. 

   Cleaning also employed some of the enterprising women.Table 2 includes 21 laundry 

owners and 59 women engaged in ironing. The ironer mostly took care of men’s shirts, which 

also had to be starched. People preferred to take shirt collars, cuffs and fronts to a person who 

starched them on a professional basis.  Besides the laundry owners and ironers included in 

Table 2, there must have been several other private cleaning ladies and washerwomen in 

Turku who were hired to come and do the washing and cleaning at the homes of their clients. 

However, their income was so modest that they were not taxed as entrepreneurs, and therefore 

they, for example, are not included in the tax lists.The 1910 Turku population register, 

however, gives an idea of their number:  there were 22 washerwomen, 91 ironers and 59 

cleaning ladies in the register for that year. Some of them were engaged in wage-earning work 

but a part of them probably worked on an independent basis, also carrying the work-related 

economic risks. 
   It seems that women did not establish any industrial undertaking on their own.  The three soft-drink 

manufacturers included in the source material had taken up the business as their husband’s partners while the rest 

of the female industrialists had inherited the company from their deceased entrepreneur husbands:  one chemical-

technical factory, one liquor factory and one vinegar factory.  In 1910, the female Turku-based businesswoman 

was thus mainly a small-size entrepreneur who employed herself and a maximum of a couple other employees.  

 

Self-employment, entrepreneurship and the female life cycle 
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The lives of female workers mainly regulated by any changes that had taken place in their 

family relations. A woman took up earning-related work if the man in her life did not earn 

sufficiently to provide for the family, or if she became a widow, or remained unmarried.  

The different phases of the female course of life were characterised by the woman’s 

respective marital status: youth was associated with the unmarried status while the middle 

years were characterised by marriage and old age by widowhood.5 The lives of men were 

structured by their work, the training as young, the practice of the profession as middle-aged 

and the retirement as old. Their family-life, marriage and raising of a family were not adapted 

to this scheme. The course of a working man’s life did not only shape his own destiny but also 

framed the course of his entire household’s life. 6 Deborah Simonton connects the period of 

apprenticeship of a lad with his moving from boy to man. In the other words she links a boy’s 

growing and his sexual development with his training, not for instance with his marriage or 

with the birth of his first child. Correspondingly a girl’s growth was associated with home-

based work and the change of her marital status. She might learn a trade or get a job, but she 

did not become skilled. Skill which boys achieved throug official training were not option for 

girls.7 

   For women, the start of self-employment or a business coincided with a different stage of 

life compared to men. The majority of the female entrepreneurs in Table 2 were either 

middle-aged or approaching that age. The average age of the women who had filed a trade 

report was 37 years whilst the mode calculated on the basis of the same material was 35. The 

median age was even higher, i.e., 41 years of age. As concerned the corresponding males, the 

trade reports filed in 1910 by 134 Turku-based male entrepreneurs were checked for their 

respective ages, unambiguous in 112 cases. 8 These men started their businesses earlier than 

the women, i.e., at 34 on average. The mode calculated on the basis of their ages was as much 

as ten years lower than the respective female value, or 25 years, while the median was 36 – 

also here five years less than that of the women. The majority of the women (55%) were at 

least 34 or older while the majority of men (57%) were 34 or younger. Therefore, in the case 

of the women in my study, entrepreneurship was a phenomenon associated with ageing whilst 

most men started their own businesses or trades at a clearly earlier stage of their lives.  

   If we look at the female entrepreneurs active in Turku in the year 1910 and group them both 

by age and marital status, we find that the unmarried self-employed women were on average 

38, those married 42 and the widows 50 years of age. The youngest among them were the 18-

year-old unmarried women Lempi Johansson and Kirsti Aalto, the seamstress Wilja Wuokko 

and the paper-shop keeper Edit Nurmi. The eldest among the female entrepreneurs was the 
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84-year old ironmonger Jakobina Österblad who had continued to keep the shop she had 

inherited from her husband in 1901. Most of the women entrepreneurs were, however, 

middle-aged or approaching those years. Three-quarters of the women whose age we know 

were in their 30s. The largest individual group was constituted by the 30-to-39-year-olds, 

whilst almost half of the women were over 40; in 1910, in fact, the average age of the Turku-

based female entrepreneurs was as high as 41.5 years. On the whole, the information about 

the age of the female entrepreneurs is quite comprehensive: the age data is lacking in only 

fifty-nine cases. 

 

Table 3: The age of women entrepreneurs in Turku in 1910. 
 
         Age in years 
Branches      18-19  20-29   30-39  40-49 50-59  60-69  70-84 
Manufacturing    4   68   66   67   31   15   2 
Trade        1   52   114  112  82   37   5 
Hotels and restaurants   -   7   37   35   23   1   - 
Transport      -   1   4   7   4   -   - 
Laundry and cleaning 
operations      -   21   23   25   21   13   - 
Education      -   -   3   5   1   -   - 
Health services    3   17   30   14   8   9   - 
Other services     -   7   19   6   6   -   - 
Industry unknown    -   -   1   1   1   1   - 
Total        8   173  297  272  177  76   7 
 
Sources: See Table 2. 
 

Almost one half of the Turku-based female entrepreneurs were either married, divorced or 

widowed, with the unmarried women, however, probably constituting a majority. The marital 

status of one-sixth of the self-employed women is not revealed by the source material but 

most of them did live alone. This would indicate them being either unmarried or possibly 

widowed.  

 

Table 4: The marital status of women entrepreneurs in Turku in 1910. 
 
Branches      Single  Married  Divorced  Widowed  Unknown 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Manufacturing    172   34    1     27     26 
Trade        142   150   1     106    54 
Hotels and restaurants  52    30    -     16     7 
Transport      -    7    -     8     1 
Finance and insurance  -    -    -     -     1 
Laundry and cleaning 
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operations      37    9    -     15     48 
Education      7    1    -     -     1 
Health care services   58    5    -     11     11  
Other services     16    17    2     4     1 
Industry unknown   2    1    -     2     - 
Total        486   253   4     190    150 
 
Sources: See Table 2. 
 
 
In the early 20th century, female entrepreneurship was a phenomenon extending beyond class boundaries. The 

female entrepreneurs included upper, middle and working-class women. Trading and commercial activities were 

conducted by women of all social classes while handicrafts, as well as providing inn and restaurant services, 

were clearly more middle and working-class occupations. Traffic, training and other services were mainly 

offered by middle-class ladies, whereas health service providers came from the working classes. Looking at the 

outcome presented in Table 5 we must, however, underline that the social background of as many as 601 women 

is not known to us.  

 
Table 5: The social background of women entrepreneurs in Turku in 1910. 
 
Branches      Working class   Middle class  Upper class  Unknown 
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Manufacturing    25       52      10     175 
Trade        79       123     68     183 
Hotels and restaurants  14       24      7     60 
Transport      1       13      1     1 
Finance and insurance  -       -      1     - 
Laundry and cleaning 
operations      10       5      5     89 
Education      -       4      -     5 
Health care services   8       4      7     66  
Other services     5       12      3     20 
Industry unknown   2       1      -     2 
Total        144      238     102    601 
 
Notes to the table: Working class = manual workers, carpenters, masons, weavers, 
seamstresses, dressmakers; middle class = lower officials and civil servants, artisans; upper 
class = upper officials and civil servants, non-manual workers, merchants, factory owners. 
Sources: See Table 2. 
 
Table 3 shows that occupations suitable for the older women did not necessarily gain 

popularity among the young. Handicrafts were clearly more popular among the young as 

compared to, for example, trading or running an inn or a dining place, or even a cafeteria. 

Cleaning and ironing were done by older women, and the women engaged in the care 

industries, working as hairdressers or as barbers, were not particularly young, either. Among 

the handicraft occupations, the seamstresses were very young women. In the group of the 
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female entrepreneurs in their 20s, one in five were seamstresses, whereas among those in their 

30s and 40s only one in ten employed themselves in this manner, the share being even smaller 

among the women over 50. In the bakery business, the age distribution was more even. A 

small share of the women – be they in their 20s or 40s – employed themselves as bakers while 

the share of the traders and shopkeepers increased in the older age groups. A little less than 

one third of the women in the 20+ group stood behind the counter in a shop or in the 

marketplace, while among those in their 30s the share was over one third, growing to almost 

one half in the 50+ and 60+ groups. Selling in the marketplace and peddling on streets and 

country roads was something that only older women used to do. There were no peddlers 

among the women under 40, and also the marketplace vendor ladies were mostly in their 30s. 

But once the female entrepreneurs were past their 50th year of age, one in ten had taken a 

marketplace or peddling licence. Correspondingly, this age group did not contain one single 

physiotherapist but some nurses and midwives, and surprisingly, the proportional share of the 

women providing health care services was the largest among the 50+ age group, second 

largest among the 30+ and only third largest among the women in their 20s. It appears that a 

certain degree of “maturity“ seems to have been an asset in the case of the midwives, in 

particular: at least one-third of the midwives was over 50. It also seems that keeping a 

restaurant, a dining place, an inn or a hotel was not particularly suitable for a young woman; 

only one in twenty female entrepreneurs in the accommodation and restaurant business were 

under 30, and there was no accommodation business owner among them. Proportionally, the 

largest number of accommodation and restaurant entrepreneurs were among the women of 

between 40 and 59 years of age. 

   Table 4 shows that not only the age of the female entrepreneurs, but also their civil status 

had a surprisingly strong impact on their line of activity. As many as 35% of the unmarried 

women were artisans, whereas only 14% of the married and widowed women had chosen this 

trade. As many as 59% of the married women and 56% of the widows were interested in trade 

and commerce but only 29% of the unmarried women were active in commerce. It seems that 

the unmarried women were especially unwilling to sell goods in the marketplace or take up 

peddling. The proportions of the unmarried, married and widowed women were quite even as 

concerns the accommodation and restaurant businesses. However, accommodation was 

mainly taken care of by the wives and widows while the restaurants, dining places and 

cafeterias were run by the unmarried female entrepreneurs.   

   Among the women included in Table 5, the ladies who owned the speciality shops, 

wholesale businesses and factories mostly came from the upper class. The products or 
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services manufactured and sold in their businesses were mostly targeted at their peers: in the 

trades favoured by the upper-class entrepreneurial ladies, the clientele was also clearly drawn 

from the well-to-do ranks of society. The middle-class women were mainly engaged in the 

foodstuff business, selling in the marketplaces, indoor markets and stalls. They were also 

active in versatile professional handicrafts and small-scale industrial operations. The range of 

the clientele was more extensive than in the above example: the goods and services were 

provided both to the genteel classes and to the commoners. The working-class female 

entrepreneurs were engaged almost entirely in the sales of foodstuffs. Sewing, ironing, 

cooking and serving of food, baking as well as keeping an inn or a public sauna were also 

forms of working-class women’s employment.  

 

Entrepreneurship as a life stragey of agening women 

 

Why were most of the women studied middle-aged? Why were so many of them married or 

widowed? Why did certain trades seem to attract the younger whilst others were more suitable 

for the older women? We may try to explain the age distribution among the entrepreneurs 

through the physical changes taking place in the human body. For example, sewing calls for 

good near vision which starts to deteriorate around the 40th year of age. In the year 1907, the 

occupational inspector Vera Hjelt interviewed some aged seamstresses, and one of them 

reported to have “weak eyes“, another suffered from “constant headaches“ and the third said 

that she “could hardly hold the needle between her fingers“.9 It is thus possible, that the work 

of a seamstress – either a self-employed or a wage-earning lady – had to change as she grew 

older and her eyesight weakened. She might have taken up ironing or cleaning work instead, 

the latter two being among the occupations held among the older entrepreneurs. But it is also 

possible that there is a distortion of perspective in suggesting that all seamstresses were 

young. It may very well be that many seamstresses that had got married – being thus more 

mature – simply became registered as “wives“ in the official records, even though they might 

have continued their sewing work. The complaints filed by certain marketplace vendors show 

that selling in the marketplace was an occupation held, in particular, by the old, unable to 

perform any other physical labour: “most of us are old and sickly and thus unable to work.“10 
   Be that as it may, ageing seems to have guaranteed more ‘liberties’ to the female entrepreneurs. Only later in 

life did the women shift the focus of their entrepreneurial activities to the public domain, to the outside, the 

marketplaces and public roads, starting to provide accommodation and food for strangers. The age of these 

women was often accompanied by sexual experience: they were either wives or widows. Among the Turku-
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based marketplace vendors and peddles, at least three-quarters were wives or widows, the corresponding share 

among inn-keepers being four-fifths. Hairdressers, barbers, sauna-keepers and photographers were likewise 

mostly married. Young, unmarried female entrepreneurs mainly worked indoors, serving female customers in 

dressmaking shops or in food shops, and only the ageing and sexually more experienced women would orient 

their entrepreneurial activities outside the domestic or shop walls, targeting them also at men. This clearly 

reflects the gender attitudes prevailing in that society. Above all, a woman leaving the domestic sphere of life, 

especially if she was young and unmarried, was sexually suspect. A more rigid code of morality was imposed on 

women on the whole.11 An upper-class woman in a clerical career had to have a clearly reserved conduct which 

did not underline her femininity.12 If a young, unmarried woman worked outside the home or was in a direct 

physical contact with men – as a waitress, masseuse, sauna-attendant or barber – she could easily be identified as 

a prostitute. The working class women in particular were13: in addition to their age and marital status, their 

weaker social status also helped to clip their wings. Only an upper-class unmarried lady still living in her 

parental home could treat men as her equals and even target her advertisements directly at them:  

 

“Judges, Esq. All types of copy typing performed by machine by Sylvia Wuoti, Isohämeenkatu 20 A. tel. 646. 
N.B.! Inexpensive prices and careful work.“ 
(”Herrat tuomarit. Kaikenlaatuista puhtaaksikirjoitustyötä suorittaa koneella Sylvia Vuoti 
Isohämeenkatu 20 A. Pu. 646. Huom! Halpa hinta ja huolellinen työ.”)14 
 

According to the Turku population registers, the 22-year-old Sylvia Wuoti and her sisters 

lived in 1910 in their childhood home with their mother, the captain’s widow Wuoti. Only an 

ageing and sexually experienced woman could act as an entrepreneur in an hotel, inn or 

restaurant, as a marketplace vendor or peddler, in situations where she would encounter the 

eyes and physical presence of men. It would not have been suitable for a young, unmarried 

lady engaged in ironing to address her male customers using the familiar tone of the 46-year-

old widow Hulda Grönfors:  

 
“Hi, there, lads! Where could we get our collars neatly ironed? - You do not know? Try Hulda Grönfors’ 
Washing and Ironing Shop, Birgerinkatu 14A.“ 
(”Pojat hei! Missä saamme kunnollisesti kauluksemme silitetyiksi? – Ettekö tiedä? Tuokaa 
koetteeksi Hulda Grönfors´in Peso- ja silityslaitokseen, Birgerinkatu 14A.”)15 
  

If a young woman chose the independent but lonely status of an entrepreneur, the threat of 

sexual harassment was by no means diminished. Correspondingly, a very young, unmarried 

female restaurant owner, inn-keeper or peddler lady would not have been seen as a totally 

respectable lady. Being young was clearly a burden to a female entrepreneur. It may be that 

during this period of time in which “chastity was part of the business culture“16 the female 

entrepreneurs were more advanced in age compared to the wage-earning women. 
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   It may also be that losing their wage-earning employment forced women of a certain age to 

take up self-employment. Marjatta Rahikainen has shown that in the minds of the decision-

makers and employers the women in their 40s, in particular, were too old for the wage-

earning labour market – not only in the 18th century, but also in the 19th and 20th centuries.17 

The average age of the women employed in industry in early 20th century Finland was 28, 

while four out of five female shop assistants were under 30.18 A study on the circumstances of 

the clothing industry workers in 1926 showed that as many as 92% of the female workers at 

the factories were under 40, the corresponding share for men being 71%.19 Therefore, 

entrepreneurship might have been an alternative for wage-earning work lost at the brink of 

middle age, and this would be one of the factors explaining the relatively high age of the 

female entrepreneurs 

   For many women, the wage-earning labour market – for example factories and shops – was 

no longer accessible once they got married.20 The wives of the working and middle classes 

might have tried to replace their lost wage-earning work by self-employment. This seems to 

be suggested by the fact that almost one half of the Turku-based female entrepreneurs in 1910 

were either married, divorced or widowed (447 women). It was not only natural but 

sometimes also imperative for the woman to take up self-employment once she started to have 

children. The employers would not hire women who would still have or already had children, 

since the employers were afraid of the absences caused by pregnancies, child-birth and 

children’s caring needs.21 For example, among the women working in clothing factories in 

1926, only 17% had a family, while the corresponding percentage for the men in the same 

factories was as high as 59%!22 Losing her husband, i.e., becoming a widow, must also have 

been a situation in which many women had to consider self-employment.  

   Family reasons – marriage, childbearing, or widowhood – as the motivation for 

entrepreneurship would also partly explain the relatively advanced age of the female 

entrepreneurs. During that period, Finnish women married for the first time at about 25 years 

of age – the women of the educated classes a little earlier and the working-class women a 

little later.23 The peak of their fertility coincided with their 30s.24 Correspondingly, in the 

Turku of the year 1910, one-fifth of the women over 35 years of age were already widowed; 

among the age group 35 to 49, there were very many widows, a total of 535 women.25 If self-

employment was seen as a replacement for the jobs lost by the women due to marriage and 

childbearing, the average age of the female entrepreneurs – 35 to 40 years – becomes very 

understandable. The widows of traders and artisans who had inherited their late husbands’ 

businesses are very typical exponents of the older female entrepreneur age groups.  
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Conclusions  

 

At the eve of the modern times, the premises and structures of female entrepreneurship were 

still very different from those of their male counterparts. The advancement of the male 

entrepreneur was often influenced and supported by his parents, but also by choices available 

to his own discretion: training, working experience, early types of “networking“ and good 

societal contacts. The influential exponents of the Turku business life often joined forces in 

large economic projects, found their spouses among the leading trading and industrial families 

and passed their businesses over to their sons and sons-in-law. The men also took up their 

businesses earlier than the women: their careers were not influenced in any way by their 

eventual marriage, growing families or widowhood.  

   The women were not trained to become entrepreneurs, no plans were made for them to take 

over their families’ businesses or factories, nor did the small businesses they had established 

themselves pass over to the following generation. The career of the female entrepreneur was 

not conditioned by an intrigue network of influences, but by her age, marital status, number of 

children and her social status. If the woman had children, she had to take care of them and 

invent a suitable business strategy which would also allow for childcare – a shopkeeper, inn-

keeper, dentist, hairdresser, photographer or sauna-keeper. For the working and middle-class 

women, in particular, small-scale entrepreneurship seems to have offered an opportunity to 

continue their working careers even when their marriage had made the wage-earning labour 

market inaccessible to them. For the widowed women, the businesses inherited from their 

husbands often constituted the decisive stimulus for self-employment. 
   As late as the eve of the modern times, entrepreneurship and self-employment seem to have constituted an 

alternative for the women, an opportunity which they seized from necessity or simply drifted into. Virtually 

never were these female choices of life characterised by determined career-making plans stimulated by existing 

contacts. As concerned the trades which were regarded as typically male occupations, female entrepreneurship 

was always associated with the husband’s business: the wife of a carpenter opened a furniture shop, the widow 

of a goldsmith continued the business of her late husband, etc. For the rest, the female business continued to be 

based on traditional female skills which most of the women learned to master in their childhood. But above all, 

the entrepreneurship was a way of life that met with the needs of the ageing women. Whilst wage-earning work 

was for the young and the unmarried, self-employment provided an alternative for those women who – due to 

ageing, deteriorated physical condition, marriage and childbearing – were “unable to work“.  
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